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Built for Business

music@cloudcovermusic.com
cloudcovermusic.com

(424) 272-1814

1634 19th Street

Santa Monica, CA 90404

New stations are created

based on your industry needs.

Music features that let you

create the atmosphere and

songs that you want.

Free from music industry

influence:  We will never

place songs in your stream

to make money off of your

business.

LATEST MUSIC

Our curation team has an extensive

schedule for updating all of our stations.

Any station that has today’s modern

music receives immediate updates with

music as the chart topping songs are

released. This includes our Today’s Hits

station which contains  all of the

Billboard Chart hits from the last 12

months.

QUALITY CONTROL

Our music has absolutely no explicit

content. All of our stations can be

played in confidence that the songs

follow the FCC content guidelines for

public play.  

MUSIC
MUSIC CURATED FOR BUSINESS
FREE OF EXPLICIT LYRICS & ADS

Stations & Curation

The curation team takes lyric review to

the highest level with our Family

Friendly station. We read every lyric in

this station to ensure there is nothing

sad, interpretive, referential or negative.

It truly is a happy family-oriented

station comprised of both modern and

classic pop hits.

SONG SELECTION

Cloud Cover works with music

industry specialists to curate and

select the songs for our stations.

Stations are designed to be played as a

single station with a large variety of

artists. They are also purposefully kept

within a specific genre or theme so that

they can be easily mixed with other

stations for various business moods.

HIGH ENERGY

We also know how important music can

be in an environment; whether it is used

to influence, calm or motivate people.

Some of our Cloud Stations are curated

by beats per minute to motivate and

encourage movement as well as buying

behavior.

MEETING YOUR NEEDS

Many music companies have behind

the scenes arrangements with record

labels where they feed specific songs

into businesses to either make money

or influence popularity. Cloud Cover

does not do this. Our 100% business-

based service plays out the music that

you select, not what another company

wants you to hear.

STREAMING REGULATIONS

Streaming regulations and licensing

limits Cloud Cover from sharing all

songs that are in a station. Our music

team can confirm artists that are in

our stations and/or specific songs on

a individual request basis.  

We are more than happy to give

business music recommendations.

Please reach out to our team at

music@cloudcovermusic.com.

Let us know the business name on

your account and environment

where the music will be played.

$17.95 a month

TRY US FREE TODAY!


